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ABSTRACT
Background: Essential tremor (ET) is among the most prevalent neurological disease, yet
potential modifiable environmental factors contributing to its etiology are poorly understood.
Harmane [1-methyl-9H-pyrido(3,4-b)indole], is a potent neurotoxin, of which elevated levels
may be linked to ET. Possible etiologies for this elevation include increased dietary
consumption, impaired metabolism, or increased endogenous production. Harmane is
particularly abundant in meats and long cooking times can increase its concentrations. One
previous study provided preliminary data of a dietary difference between male ET cases and
controls. To clarify the relationship between ET and harmane we conducted a population-based,
case-control study, in the Faroe Islands to examine the association between meat consumption,
meat cooking practices, and blood harmane concentration levels and ET. The Faroe Islands have
been the focus of epidemiological investigations of numerous neurological disorders.
Methods: 1,328 Faroese adults were screened, 27 ET cases were identified and harmane
concentration, meat consumption, and meat cooking practices were compared to 197 controls.
Detailed data were collected via questionnaires regarding meat consumption frequency for 15
meat types and meat doneness level for 8 meat types.
Results: Current meat consumption frequency and quantity were similar in ET cases and
controls in 13 out of 15 meat types; no difference was observed when stratified by gender. ET
cases had significantly more frequent and higher consumption of pork chops and bacon, however
after a Bonferroni correction due to multiple analysis this correlation was not significant. There
was no statistically significant difference in harmane concentration between ET cases and
controls, however marginally elevated harmane concentrations were seen in definite and
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probable ET. The study did not support any correlation between harmane concentration and meat
consumption in ET cases or controls.
Conclusion: This is the first population-based study of dietary factors
and harmane concentration in ET. The study suggests no evidence of meat dietary difference
between ET cases and controls. Nonetheless, we demonstrated marginally elevated harmane
concentrations in definite and probable ET, extending the link between this neurotoxin and ET to
a third population.
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INTRODUCTION
Essential tremor (ET) is the most common tremor disorder, affecting individuals at all
stages of life and becoming more prevalent among adults, with 4% of individuals age 40 years
and above affected1,2. The disease is characterized by an 8-12 Hz action tremor of the limbs and
is generally progressive, which can lead to disabilities with basic daily activities3.
Unfortunately, despite its pronounced health concerns and widespread prevalence, there is no
cure for ET. There are a few first line medications, propranolol and primidone, that are used to
treat the symptoms of ET, however, these have demonstrated limited efficacy and upwards of
30% to 50% of patients do not respond to these agents.. Additionally, these medications are
associated with unwanted side effects, such as somnolence and depression. For severe,
pharmacologically intractable cases deep-brain stimulation (DBS) surgery provides partial relief
for the arm tremor, but this procedure is invasive, and carries risks of stroke, infection and
mortality. There is also emerging evidence that its benefit wanes over time as the underlying
disease progresses5.

In order to develop novel therapies in tremor disorders we must seek to gain a better
understanding of the etiology of these diseases. The pathogenesis of ET is not clear, but it is
increasingly being viewed as a neurodegenerative disorder6. While genetic factors have been
shown to play a critical role in the etiology of this disease, the study of potentially modifiable
environmental factors has not been as well established.

Environmental factors are likely to be contributing to the etiology of ET. Anywhere from
17 to 50% of cases are estimated to have a non-familial form of ET. Furthermore, concordance in
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monozygotic twins has been reported at only 60%-63%3,8,9 and intrafamilial differences in age of
onset and severity of tremor have also been reported10,11. These findings suggest that
environmental factors may be modifying the underlying genetic susceptibility, influencing onset
and severity, and perhaps even modulating the risk of developing ET.

Past studies have identified exposure to β-carboline alkaloids (BCAs), especially one
BCA called harmane, as a possible link to ET12–14. BCAs are highly neurotoxic and several
studies have shown that administration of BCAs, including harmane, to a variety of mammals
produces severe action tremor that resembles ET15–22. Furthermore, human volunteers acutely
exposed to large doses of BCAs display a coarse tremor13. Indeed, BCA-induced tremor has
become the major animal model for ET, as it shares principal clinical features with ET, drugresponse characteristics, and some of the underlying brain changes12. Interestingly, blood and
brain concentrations of harmane are elevated in patients with ET compared to controls13,23,24.
Furthermore, imaging studies have shown that blood harmane concentration is correlated with a
marker of neuronal damage25, consistent with the degenerative changes in ET cerebellum26.

The basis for the elevated harmane in ET patients is unknown. While harmane can be
produced endogenously, exposure levels of harmane from dietary sources is much higher27. In
fact, harmane is the most abundant of all dietary BCAs found naturally in a variety of plant
species and also formed during the heating process of foods12,27,28. Some of the major exogenous
sources of harmane are brewed coffee, cigarette smoke, processed and cooked foods (particularly
well- done or broiled meats), seasonings such as soy sauce, vinegar, and fermented alcoholic
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beverages 27,29,30. Meats and especially meats with long cooking times have particularly high
concentrations.

Supporting the hypothesis that higher harmane levels in ET patients are due to greater
dietary exposure, one study observed greater meat consumption in males with ET than in control
males, although the results did not extend to females and there are no supportive studies31. This
result is tantalizing as the detection of a potential modifiable factor, like meat consumption,
would be critical in ET a disease that currently has no cure and poor treatment options. However,
further studies are needed to establish this connection.

Our study builds on this finding and examines the association between blood harmane
concentrations, meat consumption and meat cooking practices in a population-based study in the
Faroe Islands. The Faroe Islands was selected given their high prevalence of neurological
disorders and special dietary habits rich in fish, seabirds, mutton, pilot whale meat and blubber
(i.e., meats)32. The prevalence of several movement disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease and
dystonia, has been noted to be high within this population33–35. Additionally, its genetically
homogenous, highly delimited and well-defined population, make the Faroe Islands a well-suited
site to conduct epidemiological studies.

Demonstrating a role for meat consumption and meat-doneness in the etiology of ET
would establish the first modifiable risk factor for this progressive and possibly
neurodegenerative disorder. This work could form the basis for interventional studies aimed at
disease prevention and possible disease modification through dietary intervention.
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Background on Beta-Carboline Alkaloids
Humans are exposed daily to beta-carboline alkaloids (βCAs; 9 H-pyrido-(3,4-β)indole)
through the diet and other sources such as tobacco, and medicinal plants; additionally BCAs are
also generated endogenously in human tissues28,37–42. Despite several studies showing the
neurotoxic effects of BCAs, establishing an etiological role for BCAs in neurological diseases
has been challenging12,43–45.

Our review describes the endogenous and exogenous formation of BCAs, their
metabolism and bioactivation, and the hypothesized biological activity producing their
neurotoxicicity in ET. Given BCAs robust presence in the food supply it is critical we determine
the neurotoxicological significance of the different types of BCA compounds in humans.

Endogenous and Exogenous Formation of Beta-Carboline Alkaloids
BCAs are a class of indole alkaloids which are structurally similar and biosynthetically
derived endogenously from l-tryptophan in mammals. They are also obtained from exogenous
dietary sources. Structurally they comprise three 5- and 6-ringed carbon structures, containing an
amine group. There are different types of BCAs, including harmane, norharmane, harmine,
harmaline and harmol, which all differ in the various substitutents at C-1, C-3, and C7 (Fig.1).
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Fig 1: Chemical Structure of different BCA including harmaline (7-Methoxy-1-methyl-4,9dihydro- 3H-pyrido[3,4-b]indole), harmalol (1-methyl-4,9-dyhdryo-3H-B-carbolin-7-ol),
harmine (7-Methoxy-1-methyl-9H-pyrido[3,4-b]indole), harmol (1-methyl-2,9dyhdryopyrido(3,4-b)indol-7-one), harmane (1-Methyl-9H-pyrido(3,4-b)indole, and norharmane
(9H-pyrido(3,4-b)indole).
Harmane and norharmane, are normal constituents of human tissue. The first step in the
endogenous formation of BCAs in mammals is the decarboxylationg of tryptophan to produce
tryptamine. Tryptamine then undergoes a condensation reaction with aldehyde or a keto acid,
notably acetaldehyde and pyruvate, to form an imine (Schiff base). This imine’s protonated form,
the iminium cation, can then act as an electrophile in a Mannich reaction (specifically a PictetSpengler reaction) restoring aromaticity and yielding a tetrahydro-B-carboline. Further oxidation
results in BCAs14,28,46. (Fig.2)
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Fig 2: Endogenous formation of BCAs in the body.
It has been estimated that dietary sources of BCAs are far greater than endogenous
production by the body. Harmane and norharmane are the most abundant of all dietary BCAs12.
Using baseline plasma levels and reported half-lives of elimination from the body, endogenous
daily production of norharmane is 50-100 ng/kg body weight and harmane is 20 ng/kg body
weight. Conversely, exposure levels from dietary sources are estimated at 4000 ng/kg body
weight for norharmane and 1000 ng/kg body weight for harmane, 50 times more than the
endogenous production37. Exposure via tobacco smoke depended on smoking habits and type of
cigarettes, but was estimated to be 1100 ng/kg body weight for norharmane and 600 ng/kg body
weight for harmane per package of cigarette smoked37. Biomarker studies have indicated that
ingestion of foods containing high levels of BCAs and smoking increased the baseline plasma
level of BCAs in humans28,47. The presence of these BCAs in foods contributes to the levels of
these BCAs in human tissue and fluids and can exert biological and toxicological actions.
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A number of BCAs occur in foods under a varying range of concentrations. Formation of
these compounds result from a nonenzymatic Pictet-Spengler cyclization during food production,
processing, and storage. Specifically, BCAs can form during the heating process of organic
products containing nitrogenous compounds such as amino acids and reducing sugars through a
Maillard reaction. This can occur in well done meats that are fried, grilled, baked or roasted, or
in coffee roasting28,29,41. The content of BCAs in foods is influenced by pH, temperature, storage
time, oxidants, antioxidants, preservatives, and processing conditions such as fermentation,
smoking, heating and cooking48. As shown in Table 1, the highest occurrence of norharmane and
harmane was found in brewed coffee, cigarette smoke, processed and cooked foods particularly
“well-done” or broiled meats, seasonings such as soy sauce, vinegar, and fermented alcoholic
beverages29. Predominantly, high levels of BCAs were found in “well-done” cooked fish and
meat, but not in their corresponding uncooked forms37. Exposure to BCAs can also occur
through the ingestion of medicinal plants like P. harmala and B.caapi, which are used for
recreational purposes in ayahuasca, a beverage with psychoactive effects28,49,50. Although the
level of these BCAs is usually low in foods (in the ng/g order) the successive ingestion of these
foodstuffs may easily reach the level of hundreds or even thousands μg/person/day. Thus, the
presence of BCAs in foods and smoke should be considered in studies examining the effects of
the biological action of these compounds in humans.
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Table 1: b-Carboline Harmane in Foodstuffs (ng/g or µg/L) and cigarette smoke
(ng/cigarette)29,51,52.
Food
Dairy products
Soft Drinks
Fruit Juice
Jam
Wine
Fortified wines (sherry and porto)
Distillate
Alcoholic beverages
Vinegar
Soy sauce
Seasoning
Flour
Bread
Toasted bread
Cookies/biscuit
Breakfast cereals
Fish/meat soups
Meat (uncooked)b
Cooked meat (medium)b
Cooked meat (well done)b
Fresh fish (uncooked)b
Cooked Fishb
Sausage
Smoked Fish
Chocolate
Nut/dry fruit
Instant coffee
Brewed Coffee
Expresso/brewed coffee
Cigarette smoke (ng/cigarette)

Mean
(ng/g or µg/L)
<0.03a
<0.03
0.59
0.08
1.35
8.6
0.95
3.4
5.8
187.6
12.7
0.2
0.94
<0.03
2.14
20.1
3.73
<0.03
<0.03
26.4
<0.03
2.02
1.24
0.04
9.18
1.7
420
335
22.38
500.8

Range

0 - 1.8
0 - 0.41
0 - 8.04
0.76 - 39.2
0 - 5.3
0 - 39.2
0 - 14.3
162.3 - 200.6
0.24 - 52.1
0 - 0.8
0 - 2.07
0.4 - 4.6
0 - 91.7
0.5 - 11.0
20.7 - 32.1
0.7 - 4.3
0 - 3.7
0 - 0.2
5.7 - 16.5
0 - 6.9
270 - 680
230 - 550
5.06 - 40.8
55 - 814

a. Less than limit of detection: 0.03 ng/g (undetected)
b. Cooked meats (beef and pork fillet) or fish (hake, salmon, swordfish) were pan fried
and were cooked medium or well-done (prolonged cooking).
Table from Gilbert and Senyuva (2009), data summarized from Herraiz (2004a).
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Metabolism of Beta-Carboline Alkaloids
After oral administration, BCAs can then pass the blood-brain barrier and are
bioactivated by N-methyltrasnferases (NMTs) into N-methyl-B-carbolinium cations (2,9-diMeBC+) as shown in Fig. 3. This reaction requires S-adenosyl-L-meythionin (SAM) as a methyl
donor and the bioactivation process involves the sequential N-methylation of BCAs first in the
N[2]- and then N[9]- (indole) nitrogens to give 2,9-diMe-BC+. 2,9-diMe-BC+ is then
sequestered in the brain due to its cationic nature28. These BCA cations can then inhibit
mitochondrial complex I, increase reactive oxygen species (ROS) production and induce cell
apoptosis14,28. BCA cations can induce permeability transition pores in the mitochondrial
membrane which can lead to mitochondrial rupture and the release of proapoptotic molecules
such as cytochrome C, and apoptosis induction factor (AIF)28,53. Additionally, these BCA cations
have been shown to have increased affinity for the dopamine transporter (DAT). While BCA
cations have lower efficiency than dopamine and MPP+, they are transported through DAT and
exhibit enhanced cytotoxicity in DAT expressing cells54.
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Fig 3: Bioactivation of BCAs to its cationic form28.
Alternatively, BCAs can bypass the formation of these neurotoxic cations and instead be
metabolized by cytochrome P450 enzymes to hydroxylated derivatives in a detoxification
process28,50 (Fig 4). There are three main families of P450 enzymes (CYP 1, 2, and 3) and 11
individual CYP enzymes that are expressed in the human liver. It is reported that 90% of all
drugs are metabolized by only five of these isoforms (CYP 1A2, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6 and 3A4/5).
Neutral BCAs like harmane and norharmane are oxidized to several ring hydroxylated and N-
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oxidation products by CYP 1A2 and 2D6 predominantly and also by 1A1, 2E1, and 2C1919,28,50.
Harmane is metabolized by P450 to give metabolite harmine, a fraction of harmine then enters
the blood circulation and another portion is further hydroxylated by P450 cytochromes14,55. It has
been suggested that differential expression of polymorphic CYP 2D6 in human brain and
individual variations in cytochrome levels, localization and activity can affect the toxicological
actions of BCAs and other drugs. A study indicated that harmane and harmol significantly
inhibited human CYP 3A4 and moderately inhibited CYP 2D619. Given that these isoforms
together metabolize 80% of all drugs, exposure to BCAs can be of great importance in food-drug
interaction studies. Notably, human Purkinje cells express CYP 2D6, and its expression is
upregulated by alcohol, tobacco, and nicotine, which might explain why smokers have a
decreased risk of developing ET as higher levels of CYP 2D6 might be able to protect from the
formation of neurotoxic BCA cations16,56,57.

Fig 4: Metabolism of BCAs by cytochrome P450 enzymes28.
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It is important to highlight the fact that not all BCAs exert neurotoxic properties and as
demonstrated above several derivatives exert different actions. For instance, neutral BCAs
formed endogenously or ingested through the diet might be protective, but they can also be
precursors of neurotoxic BCA cations. A study showed that when 2,9-diMe-norharmanium
cation was applied to Neuro2a neuroblastoma cells they induced reactive oxygen species
production and apoptosis, while norharmane did not53. Another study also demonstrated that the
non-cationic BCAs enhanced triosephosphate isomerase (TPI) activity, an enzyme important in
glycolysis, while the cationic BCAs inhibited TPI activity58. Furthermore, cationic BCAs are
transported through DAT whereas noncationic BCAs may penetrate the plasma membrane and
mitochondrial membrane through diffusion28,59.

Yet, from previous results in mice it has been suggested that only a very small fraction if
any of the BCAs ingested are converted into cationic BCAs. More precisely, it was observed that
when delivered a very high i.p. dose of norharmane (0.5 mmol/Kg) only 0.73 pmol/g tissue of
2,9-diMe-norharmanium cation and 7.5 pmol/g tissue 2,-Me-norharmanium cation was observed
in the cerebrum of mice28,60. Human exposure of BCAs in foods and other substances is much
lower and it is argued that BCA cation production would be too low to induce a significant
neurotoxic effect. However, it can also be argued that a long-term exposure to BCAs and
accumulation of BCA cations in the brains of predisposed or susceptible individuals can be
significant in the etiology of neurodegenerative disorders. In fact, studies have found Nmethylation activity and BCA cations in human brains at concentrations of 0.1 -3.1 pmol/g
tissue28,61–63 and both norharmane and harmane concentrations have been found to be
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significantly higher in the substantia nigra than in the cortex64 further suggesting a possible role
for these compounds in neurodegenerative disorders.

Clinical and Pathological findings in ET
ET is a chronic neurological disease that produces action tremor of the limbs during
volitional movement. The disease is characterized by an 8-12 Hz kinetic tremor of the arms and
sometimes of the head, jaw, and voice. In addition, other neurological symptoms might be
present, including gait ataxia, cognitive impairment, and mild olfactory dysfunction26,66. The
disorder is clinically progressive, though at varying rates, with 15-25% of patients sufficiently
disabled by the high-amplitude shaking so as to impair basic daily activities such as eating and
writing3. ET may begin as early as childhood, but its prevalence is highest among the elderly,
affecting 4% of individuals above 40 years; and as many as 20% of individuals above 901. Both
genetic and environmental factors are likely to play a role in ET. While studies have estimated
that 50% of ET patients have a family history, other estimates are as low as 17%7. In fact, in twin
studies, concordance in monozygotic twins was 60%-63%, supporting the hypothesis that nongenetic or environmental risk factors contribute to the etiology of ET3.

In order to investigate how BCAs might be producing neurotoxic effects in ET it is
important to first consider the underlying pathophysiology and mechanistic basis of this disease.
Clinical and neuroimaging evidence has provided evidence that the cerebellum plays an
important role in tremor generation. Postmortem studies have identified degenerative changes in
the brain of ET patients43,67–72. Apart from Purkinje cell loss, changes in Purkinje cell dendrites,
soma, and axons have been observed. In the Purkinje cell dendrites, studies have observed an
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increase in number of dendritic swellings, pruning of the dendritic arbor, and a reduction in spine
density73. An increase number of heterotopic Purkinje cells was observed74. Purkinje cell axonal
swelling, increase in the number of thickened axonal profile, and changes in axonal morphology
has been described71. Additional changes in the circuitry were also observed, with hypertrophy
of basket cell axonal processes and abnormalities in climbing fibers to Purkinje cell synapses
present in the parallel fiber territory69. Regional changes also included a reduction in cerebellar
cortical excitatory amino acid transporter type 2 (EAAT2), a protein required for maintenance of
glutamate levels in the synaptic cleft, usually expressed in astrocytic cells surrounding the region
of the Purkinje cell axons75. Purkinje cells might be vulnerable to excitotoxic damage either by
the abnormal climbing fiber synapses extending to the parallel fiber region or by the over activity
of glutamatergic olivo-cerebellar climbing fibers caused by the reduction in EEAT2. Purkinje
cell loss translates to a loss of inhibition and therefore an increase in excitability of thalamic
neurons, a possible mechanism as to how the tremor in ET is generated. Consistent with Purkinje
cell loss in the cerebellum of ET patients, additional studies have demonstrated a decrease in
GABA in ET76.

Mechanism of BCA Neurotoxicity in ET
The mechanism through which BCAs are exerting its neurotoxic effects is still unknown,
however there are several studies that have linked BCAs exposure to tremor generation and brain
changes similar to those found in ET patients9-14,67,68. In fact, BCA induced tremors have become
the major animal model for ET as it shares many features with ET, including its principal clinical
feature, drug-response characteristics, and underlying brain changes, including Purkinje cell
loss12. Administration of BCAs (including harmane, harmaline & harmine) to a variety of
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laboratory animals produces severe action tremor that resembles ET9-14,67,68 and human
volunteers acutely exposed to large doses of BCAs display a coarse tremor78 Moreover, previous
studies have demonstrated that blood and brain concentrations of harmane are elevated in
patients with ET vs controls23,24,78. Harmane has been found to accumulate in several brain
regions responsible for tremor generation, including the substantia nigra and striatum79. Other
studies have also used magnetic resonance spectroscopy and shown that blood harmane
concentration was inversely correlated with a marker of neuronal damage and probable neuronal
loss in the cerebellum, N-acetyl aspartate to creatine ratio25,26,80,81. This is consistent with
postmortem studies that documented degenerative changes in the ET cerebellum43. Additional
studies also showed an association between elevated blood harmane and impaired olfactory
dysfunction82, strengthening the notion that harmane exposure has biological effect in ET
patients.
The basis for the elevated blood harmane in ET patients is unknown. The increase may be
explained by an increase in dietary intake, an impaired ability to metabolize harmane, or by an
increase in the endogenous production of harmane. Supporting a defective metabolic conversion
of harmane to its non-cationic product, harmine, a study was conducted examining the blood
concentrations of harmane and harmine in more than 500 individuals24. An increase in harmane
was found in familial ET vs sporadic ET. Furthermore, harmane/harmine ratios were highest in
familial ET, intermediate in sporadic ET and lowest in the control24. This study provided
evidence that a defective metabolic conversion of harmane to harmine might underlie the
observed harmane concentration in ET. However, differences in dietary factors were not fully
considered. Indeed, higher harmane levels were measured in familial ET patients in NYC
compared to familial ET patients in Spain23,78. Further suggesting that differences in dietary
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factors could account for these cohort differences, preliminary studies examining meat
consumption have observed total meat consumption was greater in men with ET than in
controls31. The difference was only restricted to males and was not found in females, hence the
observations is tenuous. Therefore, the emerging links between dietary exposure to BCAs,
including meat consumption and meat doneness in ET, need to be further developed and
convincingly established.

It is speculated that the mechanism of harmaline induced tremor in rodents occurs by the
induction of hyper-synchronous activity of neurons in the inferior olivary nucleus83. It has been
shown in rodents that excitatory climbing fiber projections originating from the inferior olivary
nucleus leads to synchronous Purkinje cell firing and are involved in an excessive release of
glutamate, leading to a loss of Purkinje cells. The glutamatergic inputs received by the neurons
in the deep cerebellar nuclei furthermore decrease the activity of the Purkinje cell GABA
system14. GABAergic dysfunction is correlated with a decreased inhibition within the cerebellar
microcircuits, generating tremor along the cerebello-thalamo-cortical pathways. Despite its
clinical and pharmacological similarities to ET, harmaline effects in rodents differ in a number of
respects to ET. Harmaline tremor is acute and animals can become resistant to further doses. ET
on the other hand, develops gradually and is chronic without remission. Furthermore, while the
inferior olivary nucleus was once considered to be involved in ET, there is no empiric evidence
supporting its role in ET and current studies point instead to neurodegeneration of the cerebellum
as the primary model for ET84.
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Another mechanism by which harmaline may exert a neurotoxic effect is via NMDA
receptors in the cerebellar nuclei, where it acts as an NMDA inverse agonist16,85. Neurons in the
cerebellar nuclei receive glutamatergic inputs from the mossy fibers and climbing fibers through
NMDA and AMPA receptors. Harmaline interacts with the MK-801 binding site of NMDA
receptors. In vivo studies show NMDA infusion in cerebellar nuclei of rats normally decrease
glutamate levels. However when pre-treated with harmaline, NMDAs ability to decrease
glutamate levels is affected and glutamate increases86. Furthermore, increased lactate/pyruvate
ratios in the presence of harmaline NMDA stimulation was also observed, suggesting a disorder
of nuclear energy metabolism86. In this in vivo studies, ethanol restored the effect and decreased
glutamate levels. This is consistent with the observation that alcohol suppresses tremor in about
half of ET patients, an effect that is stronger than the effects observed with the first line
treatments of ET, propanolol or primidone86,87.

Despite several studies showing the neurotoxic effects of BCAs, establishing an
etiological role for BCAs in neurological diseases has been challenging. It remains unclear
whether elevated harmane concentrations in ET patients are a result of dietary factors or an
inherent metabolic deficiency. In hope of advancing this area, our study will explore the link
between this neurotoxin and ET by examining meat consumption, meat doneness and harmane
concentrations.

SPECIFIC AIMS OF STUDY
In this study, we seek to gain a better understanding of the mechanism of ET and its
etiology through the examination of the emerging link between harmane and ET. Specifically,
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we seek to determine 1) whether patients with ET consume more animal protein than controls, 2)
whether meat doneness is higher in ET patients than in controls, 3) whether increased blood HA
levels in ET patients is generalizable to other cohorts, and 4) whether there is a correlation
between meat consumption and blood harmane concentration. Through these questions we hope
to clarify the link between HA and ET, and specifically whether elevated harmane
concentrations in ET patients are a result of dietary factors or an inherent metabolic difference
compared to controls. The study of harmane as a potentially modifiable environmental factor is
important as its identification could form the basis for interventional studies aimed at disease
prevention and possible disease modification. This is particularly important because there is
currently no cure for ET.

HYPOTHESIS
For aims 1 and 2, we hypothesize that patients with ET will either have a higher
consumption of meat or higher consumption of meat that is cooked for longer. For aim 3 we
hypothesize that ET cases will have higher blood harmane concentration than controls. Finally,
for aim 4 we hypothesize that blood harmane concentration will correlate with meat
consumption.

METHODS
Author Contribution
E.D.L and M.S.P were responsible for the study concept and design. E.H.E. did the field
work. M.F.S and E.D.L analyzed the video examinations and assigned diagnosis. M.F.S
performed the data analysis.
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Study Population
Participants were identified using a two-phase, population-based study design88–90. As
described in previous papers88,90, the study was performed between August 2016 and December
2017. The names and addresses of 4,798 individuals aged ³40 were obtained from the Faroese
Population Registry from a sample of 24,154 individuals aged ³40 years living in the Faroe
Islands. These individuals were selected based on six randomly selected birthdates (10th, 16th,
17th, 18th, 22nd and 30th of each month). From this group of 4,798 individuals, 3,000 individuals
were selected to comprise the screening group. All individuals ³ 70 years, a total of 1,155, were
automatically selected into the screening group. The remaining 1,845 were selected by random
sampling using SPSS.

First Phase Screening
The first screening phase ran from September 2016 to December 201688. During this
phase 3,000 individuals received an invitation letter to participate in a study of lifestyle, diet, and
neurological conditions. The invitation letter included a screening package that contained
questionnaires, a request for hand-drawn spirals, and a return stamped envelope. The
questionnaires included 5 demographic questions, 1 question regarding smoking status, 1
question about years since most recent hospitalization, 1 question about handedness, and 7
screening questions for tremor. The letter also included instructions on how to draw two
Archimedes spirals with each hand and four blank sheets of paper88. As described in previous
population-based studies88,91–93, subjects were instructed to draw each spiral freely on a blank,
standard 8.5 x 11 inch sheet of paper using a ballpoint pen, while seated at a table. They were
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instructed to center the paper at right angles horizontally directly in front of them and start at the
center of the page, without lifting their pen. Prior to drawing the spirals, the participants were
asked to answer 5 questions regarding their use of caffeinated coffee, tea, soda, cigarette
smoking, asthma inhaler on that day, as these may produce or exacerbate tremor88,93. A total of
1,334 (44.5%) individuals returned the completed screening package (Figure 5 in Eliasen et
al.88)

Fig 5. Selection of screening population from 24,154 individuals aged 40 and older. In total,
3,000 individuals were selected to comprise the screening group, of these 1,334 volunteered to
participate.
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Tremor on each spiral was rated by a senior movement disorder neurologist (E.D.L.) who
used an ordinal clinical rating scale (0-3.0) with the following ratings of 0 (none), 0.5 (very
mild), 1.0 (mild), 1.5 (mild-to-moderate), 2.0 (moderate), and 3.0 (severe)88,94. Based on data
from the questionnaire and spiral scores, the participants were stratified into 4 groups: (1) high
likelihood of having ET, (2) intermediate likelihood of having ET, (3) low-intermediate
likelihood of having ET and (4) low likelihood of having ET88. To be categorized into the high
likelihood group, the subject must have spiral ratings of ³1.5 on one or more dominant hand
spirals, have been previously diagnosed with ET, and/or endorsed a head tremor on the
questionnaire. Those with an intermediate likelihood of having ET had to have both nondominant hand spiral ratings of ³1.5. Those with a low intermediate likelihood of having ET had
to have a single non-dominant arm spiral rating of ³ 1.5. Those with a low likelihood of having
ET has to have all spiral ratings £190,94. Hand dominance was a factor taken into account in the
stratification, as in conditions such as enhanced physiological tremor, tremor occurs to a greater
extent in the non-dominant hand compared to the dominant hand95. Therefore, mild or mild-tomoderate non-dominant hand tremor could be a result of enhanced physiological tremor rather
than ET.

Second Phase
In the second phase, from these 1,334 volunteers who submitted the spirals and
questionnaires, 282 were invited to participate in an in-person clinical evaluation in the
Department of Occupational Medicine and Public health or in their own homes88. All 85
individuals in group 1 (high likelihood of having ET) were invited. A randomly selected sample
of 197 individuals were invited: 97 individuals from group 2 (intermediate likelihood of having
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ET), 32 individuals were invited from group 3 (low intermediate likelihood of having ET), and
68 individuals were selected from group 4 (low likelihood of having ET). A total of 227 (80.5%)
individuals accepted and completed the in-person clinical evaluation, while 56 declined
participation and 1 person died. The participation rate was 78% (group 1), 85% (group 2), 84%
(group 3), and 76% (group 4) (Figure 6 in Eliasen et al.88).

Fig 6. Selection of individuals for an in-person clinical evaluation from 1,334 individuals who
chose to participate in questionnaire and spirals.
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The in-person clinical evaluation88 was conducted by a trained nurse and included (1)
anthropometric measures (body weight in kg and height in cm); (2) a questionnaire
encompassing data on demographics, education, medication usage, smoking habits, ethanol
intake, fasting status, and family history of ET or tremor, (3) detailed data on current meat
consumption and cooking practices, (4) a detailed videotaped tremor examination, and (5)
phlebotomy for blood harmane.

Meat Consumption and Cooking Practices
The detailed data on current (i.e., during the past year) meat consumption was collected
using a modified version of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Meat
Questionnaire96,97, a semi-quantitative food-frequency questionnaire modified to include two
extra meat types consumed in the Faroe Islands (whale and sea bird). The modified questionnaire
included questions related to consumption of 15 specific meats (e.g., pan fried chicken,
grilled/fried/broiled chicken in oven or BBQ, hamburger, steak, joint of beef, pork roast/pork rib,
pork chops, bacon, pan fried fish, grilled/fried/broiled fish in oven of BBQ, mixed meat diches,
broiled/grilled lamb in oven or BBQ, sea bird grilled/broiled in oven or BBQ, whale meat, and
blubber). For each meat type, data collected included: (1) frequency of consumption (coded into
nine categories ranging from never to every day) and (2) portion size (number of standard sized
portions as represented in photographs presented to participants), which was converted into
grams31. Two summary measures were generated: total meat consumption frequency and total
quantity of meat consumption. Total meat consumption frequency was calculated by summing
all meat types consumption frequencies ranging from 0-9 to create a score for each subject. Total
quantity of meat consumption was calculated by multiplying each meat frequency (in days) to
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the portion size of that meat (in grams) to generate the number of grams per year for each meat
type and this was summed to give total meat consumption (gram/year).

In addition to the assessment of meat consumption, meat doneness was also assessed
utilizing both self-reported doneness as well as doneness reported through photos, as described in
a previous study31. A series of photographs demonstrating four different levels of meat doneness
(1= rare to 4=charred) was used for meat types to aid the participant in identifying the level of
doneness for 6 different meat types (e.g., chicken, hamburger, steak, bacon, pork, fish).
Additionally, subjects were asked to report the level of doneness they usually cooked 8 different
type of meats (e.g., chicken, hamburger/ground beef, beef, bacon, pork, fish, lamb, and sea bird).
Two summary measures, total current self-reported cooking levels (i.e., the doneness levels that
were self-reported for all 8 meat types combined) and total current reported photo doneness level
(i.e., the sum of all self-reported meat doneness level with the use of photos), was calculated for
each participant as described in our previous study examining meat doneness in a population in
New York City31.

Videotaped Tremor Examination
The videotaped tremor examination included (1) an ET specific metric comprised of one
test for postural tremor and five for kinetic tremor (e.g., pouring, drinking) performed with each
arm (12 tests total, with total tremor score = 0-36)98, (2) the motor portion of the Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) excluding an assessment of rigidity99, and (3) an
assessment of dystonia88.
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ET Diagnosis
ET diagnoses (definite, probable, possible as described in Table 2) were assigned by
review of questionnaire data, the videotaped neurological examination, and based on published
diagnostic criteria (moderate or greater amplitude kinetic tremor during 3 or more activities or a
head tremor in the absence of PD or another known cause such as medication-induced tremor or
tremor from hyperthyroidism)88,100. As described in previous studies101,102, borderline tremor was
a diagnosis assigned to individuals who did not fully meet strict diagnostic criteria for ET
(defined above) but were nonetheless considered to have clinical features that aligned them more
with ET than normal98,103. The diagnosis of dystonia was confirmed using published diagnostic
criteria104, as was the diagnosis of PD105. A diagnosis of ET was assigned to 27 of 227
individuals88,99.
Table 2. Diagnostic criteria for ET and tremor score100.
Diagnostic Criteria for ET
Criteria for definite ET (all five must be true)
1. On examination, a +2 postural tremor of at least 1 arm (a head tremor may also be
present, but is insufficient for the diagnosis)
2. On examination, there must be
(a) A +2 kinetic tremor during at least 4 tasks or
(b) A +2 kinetic tremor on 1 task and a +3 kinetic tremor on a second task; tasks
include” pouring water, using a spoon to drink water, drinking water, finger-tonose, and drawing a spiral
3. If on examination the tremor is present in the dominant hand, then by report it must
interfere with at least 1 activity of daily living (eating, drinking, writing, use of hands);
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if on examination, the tremor is not present in the dominant hand, this criterion is
irrelevant
4. Medications, hyperthyroidism, alcohol or dystonia are not potential etiologic factors
5. Not psychogenic (bizarre features, inconsistent in character changing, subject is
distractible, other psychiatric features on examination)
Criteria for probable ET (1 and 3-5 must be true; also, either 2a or 2b must be true):
1. On examination, a +2 postural tremor of arms may or may not be present
2. (a) Same as 2 above (see definite ET)
(c) Head tremor is present on examination
3. Tremor in the dominant hand may or may not interfere with at least 1 daily activity
4. Medications, hyperthyroidism, dystonia, or alcohol are not potential etiologic factors
5. Not psychogenic
Criteria for possible ET:
1. On examination, a +2 kinetic tremor must be present on 3 tasks
2. No other stipulations
Tremor rating (0 to +3):
0 = no visible tremor
+1 = low-amplitude/barely perceivable tremor or intermittent tremor
+2 = tremor is of moderate amplitude (1-2 cm) and usually present; it is clearly oscillatory
+3 = large amplitude (>2 cm), violent, jerky tremor resulting in difficulty completing the task
due to spilling or inability to hold a pen to paper
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Measurement of Blood Harmane Concentration
After phlebotomy, blood harmane was quantified, blinded to clinical information, by a
well-established high performance liquid chromatography method (Dr. Zheng, Purdue
University) used in previous studies23,78,106,107. Concentrations were reported in ng/ml.

Statistical Analyses
Differences between the ET and non-ET group were tested with Student’s t-test for
continuous variables or chi square test for categorical variables. Mann-Whitney tests were used
when continuous variables were not normally distributed. Body mass index was calculated by
dividing weight (kilograms) by squared height (meters). Frequency of consumption for different
meat types was coded into 9 categories ranging from never to everyday which was then recoded
to approximate days/year. Mann-Whitney was used to compare the frequency of meat
consumption of all 15 meat subtypes between ET cases and controls. Each comparison was
stratified by gender (male cases vs male controls; female cases vs female controls). To evaluate
frequency of pork chop and bacon consumption further, a chi-square test of independence was
conducted between cases and controls. A summary measure, total meat consumption frequency,
was calculated by summing all meat types consumption frequencies (ranging from 0-9) for each
subject. Because this summary measure was not normally distributed, a Mann-Whitney test was
used for case-control comparisons. To evaluate the total quantity of meat consumed, the quantity
of each meat type was calculated by multiplying the meat frequency to the portion size
generating the number of grams per year per meat type. These data were not normally distributed
and a Mann-Whitney was used for case-control comparisons. To generate a summary measure of
quantity of total meat consumption all meat subtypes quantities were summed together for each
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subject and a Mann-Whitney test was used to compare total quantity of meat consumption
between ET cases and control. In logistic regression analysis, we tested whether the outcome i.e.
ET vs control subject), differed with respect to pork chop consumption and bacon consumption.
We also controlled for age, gender, education, body mass index, current smoking, smoking pack
years, and recent coffee consumption in both models.

We also stratified study subjects into quartiles of total current meat consumption and for
each meat type, and conducted a chi-square analysis comparing ET cases vs control. In a logistic
regression analysis that adjusted for age, gender, education, cups of coffee on day of exam, BMI,
current smoking, and pack years, we tested whether cases vs controls differed in pork chop and
bacon consumption quartiles.

Meat cooking practices were evaluated for eight meat types (chicken, hamburger/ground
beef, beef, bacon, pork, fish, lamb, seabird) utilizing self-reported cooking doneness. These data
were not normally distributed and a Mann-Whitney was used for case-control comparisons for
each meat type doneness. A summary measure, total current self-reported cooking doneness
score (i.e. the doneness level for all 8 meat types combined), was calculated for each participant,
with this summary measure being used for our main case-control comparison (Mann-Whitney
test). A logistic regression analysis adjusted for age, gender, education, cups of coffee on day of
exam, BMI, current smoking, and pack year was performed to compare total current selfreported cooking doneness between cases and controls.
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Six meat types’ (chicken, hamburger, steak, bacon, pork, and fish) cooking doneness was
further examined using meat doneness scores as represented by photos. A Chi-Square test was
used to compare individual meat types’ doneness through photos between cases and controls. A
summary measure, adding the doneness level in photos for all 6 meat types, was calculated for
each participant and compared between cases and controls (Mann-Whitney test). A logistic
analysis adjusted for age, gender, education, cups of coffee on day of exam, BMI, current
smoking, and pack years comparing differences in total meat cooking doneness as represented by
photos between case-control was performed.

Blood harmane concentrations were not normally distributed (Kolmogorov Smirnov test);
hence, a non-parametric test were used to compare blood levels between cases and control
(Mann-Whitney test). To further assess association between harmance concentration and
diagnosis, we stratified participants by tremor seveirty and diagnosis into six categories (controls
with no tremor, controls with borderline low tremor, controls with borderline high tremor,
possible ET, probable ET, definite ET). Participants with dystonia were excluded. Median values
were also reported, Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 25.0.

RESULTS
Demographic Characteristics of Study Population
A total of 227 subjects participated in the in-person clinical evaluation. There were 27 ET
cases (11.9%) and 200 controls. 15 out of 66 (22.7%) individuals diagnosed with ET were
identified from group I (high likelihood of having ET), 11 of 82 (13.4%) came from group II
(intermediate likelihood of having ET), 1 of 27 (3.7%) came from group III (low intermediate
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likelihood of having ET), and 0 of 52 (0.0%) in group IV (low likelihood of having ET). Cases
and controls were similar in terms of each of the demographic characteristics examined (Table 3,
all p values > 0.05).
Table 3. Demographic characteristics of ET cases and controls

Age, years
Gender
Male
Female
Degree of Education
Less than high school
High school
Less than college
College graduate
Master or doctorate degree
Missing
Current Cigarette Smokers
Smokers Pack per Year
Marital Status
Married or remarried
Widowed
Never married
Divorced or separated
Other
Years since last hospitalization
Body mass index
Coffee Consumed on Exam Day

ET cases
(n=27)
66.5 ± 11.7

Controls
(n=200)
62.2 ± 12.3

17 (63.0%)
10 (37.0%)

107 (53.5%)
93 (46.5%)

8 (29.6%)
2 (7.4%)
8 (29.6%)
5 (18.5%)
2 (7.4%)
2 (7.4%)
9 (33.3%)
18.8 ± 13.9

54 (27%)
7 (3.5%)
63 (31.5%)
14 (29%)
14 (7%)
4 (2%)
40 (20%)
21.5 ± 16.4

13 (48.1%)
6 (22.2%)
5 (18.5%)
2 (7.4%)
1 (3.7%)
7.8 ± 7.8
28 ± 3.8
2.23 ± 2.4

138 (69%)
22 (11%)
22 (11%)
14 (7%)
4 (2%)
11.6 ± 13.6
28.4 ± 4.6
1.77 ± 2.4

The ET group reported having more tremor than the control group, as expected (Table 4).
A total of 15 participants (55.6%) in the ET group reported presence of tremor, with the mean
age at which this was first noted at 47.4 years (median 58, range 12-75; n=9), 6 of 15 did not
recall the age. Out of these 15 participants, 8 (53%) reported the tremor was embarrassing. The
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ET group reported having people telling them they had tremor, reported shaking or tremor in
hands or arms, and trembling while holding a pen. No significant difference in self-reported head
tremor was noted between ET cases and controls.
Table 4. Self-reported tremor

Yes to question “do you have a tremor”
Yes to question “does anyone in your family have
shaking/tremor”
Yes to the question “do you often have shaking or
tremor that you can’t control”
Yes to question “do other people often tell you that
you have a tremor”
Yes to question “has a doctor diagnosed you as
having familial tremor or benign essential tremor”
Yes to question “do you often have shaking or tremor
in your hands or arms that you can’t control”
Yes, right arm
Yes, left arm
Yes, both arms
Yes to question “does your head often shake
uncontrollably”
Yes to question “does your voice almost always
tremble when you talk”
Yes to question “does your hand usually tremble
when you hold a pen or write your name”

ET cases
(n=27)

Controls
(n=200)

p Value

15 (55.6%)
13 (48.1%)

31 (15.5%)
66 (33%)

<0.0001
0.23

8 (29.6%)

25 (12.5%)

0.08

9 (33.3%)

8 (4%)

<0.0001

1 (3.7%)

4 (2.0%)

0.19
0.013

1 (3.7%)
0 (0.0%)
7 (25.9%)
1 (3.7%)

8 (4.0)
2 (1.0%)
12 (6.0%)
6 (3.0%)

0.15

0 (0.0%)

1 (0.5%)

1.0

11 (40.7%)

14 (7.0%)

<0.0001

The mean score for all 4 spirals for the ET group was 1.42 ± 0.27, this was significantly
higher than the mean score for controls, which was 1.03 ± 0.39 (median values 1.38 vs 1.13;
Mann-Whitney U= 983, z=-5.44, p= <0.0001).
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Frequency of Meat Consumption in ET Cases and Controls
Total meat consumption frequency was calculated by summing all meat types’
consumption frequencies 0 – 9 ranging from never to everyday per meat type to create a
summative score for each subject. Total meat consumption was similar in cases (median = 26)
and controls (median = 24), U = 2,788.50, z = 0.277, p = 0.78 (Fig. 7). Total meat frequency
consumption was also similar when stratified by gender (23 median value for male ET cases vs
26 for male controls; U = 820, z=-0.65, p=0.52; 26.5 median value for female ET cases vs 23 for
female controls; U = 820, z=-.651, p=0.253).

SUM OF FREQUENCY OF MEAT
CONSUMPTION

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Case Control
ALL GENDERS

Case

Control
MALE

Case Control
FEMALE

Fig 7. Total sum of frequency consumption of all meat types in ET cases versus controls. Each
bar represents mean ± SD.

When meat types were evaluated separately, the ET and non-ET groups were comparable
with respect to frequency of meat consumption in 13 out of 15 meat types (Table 5). However,
the ET group reported significantly higher frequency of consumption of bacon and pork chops.
Distribution of frequency of bacon and pork chop consumption between ET cases and controls
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were not similar, as assessed by visual inspections. Frequency of pork chop consumption for ET
cases (mean rank = 141.85) was higher compared to controls (mean rank = 110.24, U = 3,542, z
= 2.508, p=0.012). A Chi-square test of independence showed a statistically significant
association between ET cases and frequency of pork chops consumed, c2(1) = 7.97, p=0.005
(Table 6). The association was moderately strong (Cohen, 1988), Cramer’s V = 0.318. There
was also increased frequency of bacon consumption for ET cases (mean rank = 139.65), which
was higher than controls (mean rank = 110.54, U = 3,392.5, z= 2.365, p=0.018). A chi-square
test did not show a statistically significant association between frequency of bacon consumption
and ET cases (c2(1) = 3.65, p= 0.056).

When stratified by gender, there was no difference observed in frequency of meat
consumption between all meat types. Frequency of pork chop consumption for ET males (mean
rank = 76.97) was similar to male controls (mean rank = 60.20), U = 1,155.5 , z = 1.888, p=
0.059 and ET female cases (mean rank = 65.4) was similar when compared to female controls
(mean rank = 50.56), U =599.0 , z = 1.623, p=0.10. Frequency of male bacon consumption was
similar between male cases (mean rank = 74.09) and male controls (mean rank = 60.66), U =
1,106.5 , z = 1.525 , p= 0.127. Frequency of bacon consumption in ET female cases (mean rank
= 66.00) was also similar when compared to female controls (mean rank = 50.49), U = 605.0 , z
= 1.785, p=0.074.
Table 5. Frequency of meat consumption for subtype of meat (days/year).
ET cases
Median Mean
Days/yr (±SD)

Controls
Median
Days/yr

Mean
(±SD)

P
Value*
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Pan Fried Chicken

0

1.3
(2.5)
21.0
(26.4)

0

5 (13.0) 0.076

Chicken Grilled/Fried/Broiled in oven or
BBQ

12

12

18.0
(16.4)

0.879

Hamburger from ground beef

12

17.4
(14.6)

8.75

17.2
(17.9)

0.587

Steak

5.5

9.6
(9.6)

5.5

15.8
(17.5)

0.132

Joint of Beef (Beef Ribs, roast rump steak,
etc.)

12

14.1
(11.8)

5.5

14.3
(14.0)

0.517

Pork Roast, rib roast, pork rib

5.5

19.5
(35.2)

5.5

10.9
(11.02)

0.461

Pork Chops

12

20.4
(26.3)

5.5

10.5
(11.6)

0.012

Bacon

5.5

18.1
(34.1)

5.5

11.7
(19.5)

0.018

Pan Fried Fish

30

40.3
(24.0)

30

34.3
(24.8)

0.123

Fish Grilled/Fried/Broiled in oven or BBQ

5.5

10.7
(16.3)

5.5

12.2
(21.6)

0.896

Mixed meat dishes

12

19.6
(17.8)

30

32.6
(35.9)

0.142

Lamb Broiled/Grilled in oven or BBQ

30

28.2
(26.2)

30

27.4
(21.8)

0.810

Sea Bird Grilled/Broiled in oven or BBQ

0

3.1
(3.5)

5.5

4.4
(5.3)

0.184

Whale Meat

5.5

6.0
(2.9)

5.5

9.0
(9.2)

0.167

Blubber

5.5

11.1
(9.8)

5.5

11.76
(13.9)

0.699

*Mann Whitney U Test
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Table 6. Frequency of meat consumption for pork chops and bacon.

Frequency of Pork Chops Consumption
0 days/year
5.5 days/year
12 days/year
30 days/year
48 days/year
96 days/year
Frequency of Bacon Consumption
0 days/year
5.5 days/year
12 days/year
30 days/year
48 days/year
96 days/year
168 days/year
*Chi-Square Test, linear by linear association

ET cases
(n=27)

Controls
(n=200)

p Value*

3 (11.1%)
8 (29.6%)
7 (25.9%)
7 (25.9%)
0 (0.0%)
2 (7.4%)

33 (16.5%)
101 (50.5%)
36 (18.0%)
23 (11.5%)
7 (3.5%)
0 (0%)

0.005

1 (3.7%)
14 (51.9%)
6 (22.2%)
5 (29.4%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
1 (3.7%)

39 (19.5%)
108 (54.0%)
28 (14.0%)
12 (6.0%)
7 (3.5%)
6 (3.0%)
0 (0.0%)

0.056

Quantity of Meat Consumed in ET Cases and Controls
Total quantity of meat consumption was calculated by multiplying the meat frequency to
the portion size to generate the number of grams per year for each meat type and summating
these values. Total quantity of meat consumption was similar in cases and controls SD (mean ±
SD): 120.0 ± 110.7 g/day versus 113.6 ± 71.2 g/day (median values 89.0 vs 95.8; Mann-Whitney
z=-0.13 p=0.90). Total meat consumption was also similar when stratified by gender: 133.2 ±
134.6 g/day for male cases vs. 137.7 ± 80.3 g/day for male controls (median values 92.3 vs
116.0; Mann-Whitney z=0.23, p=0.23) and 97.7 ± 48.2 g/day for female cases vs. 85.8 ± 45.6
g/day for female controls (median values 87.6 vs 74.1; Mann-Whitney z=-0.72, p=0.47).
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When different meat types where evaluated separately, 13 out of 15 meat types had
similar quantities of consumption per day, with the exception of pork chops and bacon (Table 7).
Pork chop and bacon consumption was higher in ET cases than in controls: 8.1 ± 12.3 vs. 4.2
± 5.4 g/day of pork chop (median values 5.6 vs 2.8 g/day; Mann-Whitney z= -2.18, p=0.03; Fig.
8) and 12.9 ± 24.4 vs 7.4 ± 13.9 g/day of bacon (median values 5.6 vs 2.8; Mann-Whitney z=2.55, p=0.01; Fig. 8).

Table 7. Quantity of meat consumption for subtype of meat.

Pan Fried Chicken
Chicken Grilled/Fried/Broiled in oven or BBQ
Hamburger from ground beef
Steak
Joint of Beef (Beef Ribs, roast rump steak, etc.)
Pork Roast, rib roast, pork rib
Pork Chops
Bacon
Pan Fried Fish
Fish Grilled/Fried/Broiled in oven or BBQ
Mixed meat dishes
Lamb Broiled/Grilled in oven or BBQ
Sea Bird Grilled/Broiled in oven or BBQ
Whale Meat
Blubber

ET cases
(mean g/day ±
SD)
0.8 ± 1.6
10.2 ± 15.9
10.5 ± 9.5
2.7 ± 3.1
6.5 ± 6.5
10.2 ± 24.2
8.1 ± 12.3
12.9 ± 24.4
18.3 ± 17.0
5.0 ± 7.6
7.5 ± 7.5
14.4 ± 16.2
1.6 ± 2.0
3.1 ± 1.9
8.2 ± 8.4

Controls
(mean g/day
± SD)
2.7 ± 8.6
8.8 ± 9.7
10.4 ± 11.3
5.5 ± 7.8
6.9 ± 9.3
5.3 ± 6.3
4.2 ± 5.4
7.4 ± 13.9
15.2 ± 13.0
5.4 ± 10.3
13.7 ± 17.7
13.9 ± 11.8
2.2 ± 3.4
4.0 ± 5.1
7.9 ± 10.4

p Value

0.12
0.50
0.92
0.12
0.87
0.48
0.03
0.01
0.37
0.78
0.12
0.62
0.21
0.40
0.19
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Fig 8. Pork chops and bacon consumption in ET cases versus controls. Cases = square; controls =
diamond. Each bar represents ±1 SE and each marker represents the mean.
In an unadjusted logistic regression analysis, higher pork chop consumption was
associated with ET (OR = 1.059, 95% CI = 1.012 – 1.108, p=0.01). In a multivariate logistic
regression analysis adjusting for age, gender, education, body mass index, current smoking,
smoking pack year, and recent coffee consumption, the odds were higher (OR = 1.072, 95% CI =
1.016–1.130, p = 0.01; i.e., with each additional g/day of pork chop, the odds of ET was
increased by 7.2%).

Bacon consumption using an unadjusted logistic regression analysis was not significantly
associated with ET (OR = 1.016, 95% CI = 0.997 – 1.036, p =0.11). However, after adjusting for
age, gender, education, body mass index, current smoking, smoking pack year, and recent coffee
consumption, higher consumption of bacon was also associated with higher odds of having ET
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(OR = 1.030, 95% CI = 1.006–1.054, p = 0.02); i.e., with each additional g/day of meat, the odds
of ET was increased by 3.0%.

ET cases and controls were stratified into quartiles of total current meat consumption
(Table 8). There was a statistically significant association between ET cases and higher quartile
rank for pork chop and bacon (c2(1) = 4.57, p=0.03; c2(1) = 6.38, p=0.01.) In an unadjusted
logistic regression analysis, ET cases had five times higher odds of being in the highest versus
lowest (reference) quartile for consumption of bacon than controls (OR=5.00, 95% CI =1.2919.43, p=0.02). The odds were eleven times higher after adjusting for age, gender, education,
cups of coffee on day of exam, BMI, current smoking, and pack year (OR=11.52, 95% CI =
2.03-65.58, p=0.006) (Table 9). There was no difference seen between pork chop quartile
consumption between cases and control when using a similar unadjusted or adjusted logistic
regression analysis (OR =2.80, 95% CI = 0.75 – 10.48, p=0.13) and (OR = 4.28, 95% CI = 0.84
– 21.93, p=0.08), respectively.

Table 8. Quartiles of pork chop and bacon consumption
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Table 9. Quartiles of pork chop and bacon consumption: logistic regression analyses (OR; 95%
CI in parentheses)

Meat Cooking Practices in ET Cases and Controls
Meat cooking practices were evaluated utilizing self-reported cooking doneness as well
as photos representing meat doneness of different meat types. The sum of all self-reported
cooking doneness scores was similar in ET cases and controls (14.48 ± 2.50 vs. 14.94 ± 2.95,
Mann-Whitney U = 2,515, z=-0.582, p=0.56). Meat cooking doneness for eight different meat
sub-types was also similar between ET cases and controls (Table 10). Logistic regression
analysis adjusting for age, gender, education, cups of coffee on day of exam, BMI, current
smoking, and pack year did not reveal any case-control differences in total meat cooking
doneness.

Table 10. Self-reported cooking levels for different meat types.

Chicken
N/A - Did not each chicken
Well done
Very well done

ET cases
(n=27)

Controls
(n=200)

3 (11.1%)
15 (55.6%)
8 (29.6%)

8 (4.0%)
124 (62.0%)
59 (29.5%)

p Value*
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Extra well done
Ground Beef Burger
N/A – Did not eat burgers
Rare of Medium
Well done
Very well done
Beef/Steak
N/A – Did not eat steak
Rare of Medium
Well done
Very well done
Bacon
N/A – Did not eat bacon
Rare of Medium
Well done
Very well done
Extra Well Done
Pork Cuts, Pork Roast, Rib Roast, Pork Chops
N/A – Did not eat pork cuts
Rare or Medium
Well done
Very well done
Extra well done
Fish
N/A – Did not eat fish
Rare or medium
Well done
Very well done
Lamb
Rare or medium
Well done
Very well done
Extra well done
Sea Bird
N/A – Did not eat fish
Rare or medium
Well done
Very well done
Boiled (Not fried/broiled)
*Chi-Square Test, linear by linear association

1 (3.7%)

9 (4.5%)

1 (3.7%)
14 (51.9%)
6 (22.2%)
5 (29.4%)

39 (19.5%)
108 (54.0%)
28 (14.0%)
12 (6.0%)

0.89

4 (14.8%)
13 (12.5%)
10 (37.0%)
0 (0.0%)

26 (13.0%)
91 (45.5%)
74 (37.0%)
9 (4.5%)

0.48

1 (2.5%)
2 (7.4%)
17 (63.0%)
7 (25.9%)

0.24

0 (0.0%)

39 (19.5%)
8 (4.0%)
100 (50.0%)
48 (24.0%)
5 (2.5%)

1 (3.7%)
0 (0.0%)
21 (12.5%)
5 (12.2%)
0 (0.0%)

9 (4.5%)
2 (1.0%)
147 (73.5%)
36 (18.0%)
6 (3.0%)

0.83

0 (0.0%)
5 (18.5%)
21 (77.8%)
1 (3.7%)

1 (0.5%)
29 (14.5%)
164 (82.0%)
6 (3.0%)

0.79

2 (7.4%)
22 (81.5%)
3 (11.1%)
0 (0.0%)

2 (1.0%)
167 (83.5%)
30 (15.0%)
1 (0.5%)

0.17

14 (51.9%)
2 (7.4%)
8 (29.6%)
3 (11.1%)
0 (0.0%)

75 (37.5%)
1 (0.5%)
92 (46.0%)
25 (12.5%)

0.07
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Six meat types were further analyzed using the selected photos representing meat
doneness. The sum of these self-reported meat doneness levels with the use of photos was similar
in ET cases and controls (11.81 ± 2.57 vs. 11.67 ± 2.59, Mann-Whitney U = 2,747, z=0.192,
p=0.85). Meat cooking doneness represented in photos for the six different meat sub-types was
also similar between ET cases and controls (Table 11). Logistic regression analysis adjusting for
age, gender, education, cups of coffee on day of exam, BMI, current smoking, and pack year did
not reveal any case-control differences in total meat cooking doneness as represented by photos.

Table 11. Cooking levels self-reported through photos for different meat types.

Chicken
N/A - Did not each chicken
Picture 1
Picture 2
Picture 3
Picture 4
Ground Beef Burger
N/A – Did not eat burgers
Picture 1
Picture 2
Picture 3
Picture 4
Beef/Steak
N/A – Did not eat steak
Picture 1
Picture 2
Picture 3
Picture 4
Bacon
N/A – Did not eat bacon
Picture 1
Picture 2

ET cases
(n=27)

Controls
(n=200)

p Value*

3 (11.1%)
1 (3.7%)
13 (48.1%)
10 (37.0%)
0 (0.0%)

8 (4.0%)
15 (7.5%)
99 (49.5%)
76 (38.0%)
2 (1.0%)

0.41

1 (3.7%)
2 (7.4%)
11 (40.7%)
13 (48.1%)
0 (0.0%)

14 (7.0%)
10 (5.0%)
109 (54.5%)
64 (32.0%)
3 (1.5%)

0.31

3 (11.1%)
8 (29.6%)
11 (40.7%)
5 (18.5%)
0 (0.0%)

25 (12.5%)
31 (15.5%)
102 (51.0%)
40 (20.0%)
2 (1.0%)

0.44

1 (2.5%)
3 (11.1%)
13 (48.1%)

39 (19.5%)
7 (3.5%)
60 (30.0%)

0.53
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Picture 3
Pork Cuts, Pork Roast, Rib Roast, Pork Chops
N/A – Did not eat pork cuts
Picture 1
Picture 2
Picture 3
Fish
N/A – Did not eat fish
Picture 1
Picture 2
Picture 3
Picture 4
*Chi-Square Test, linear by linear association

10 (37.0%)

94 (47.0%)

1 (3.7%)
8 (29.6%)
17 (14.2%)
1 (3.7%)

8 (4.0%)
73 (36.7%)
103 (51.8%)
15 (7.5%)

0.78

0 (0.0%)
4 (14.8%)
23 (85.2%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)

1 (0.5%)
51 (25.5%)
141 (70.5%)
6 (3.0%)
1 (0.5%)

0.46

Harmane levels in ET Cases and Controls
There were 26 ET cases and 196 controls with successful phlebotomy and harmane blood
concentrations. There was no significant difference in harmane concentration between ET cases
(median 1.74 ng/ml, mean ) and controls (median 1.53 ng/ml, mean ), p = 0.92. However, when
stratified by severity of diagnosis (Figure 9), median blood harmane concentration was 2.7 times
higher in definite ET (4.13 ng/ml) and 1.5 times higher in probable ET (2.28 ng/ml) than controls
(Table 12).

Table 12. Association between diagnosis categories and harmane concentration.
n
Harmane
ng/ml

ET (all)

Definite ET

Probable ET

Possible ET

Control

26
1.74
[2.32 ± 2.05]
p = 0.92

3
4.13
[4.86 ± 3.86]
p = 0.126

12
2.28
[2.35 ± 1.82]
p = 0.91

11
1.27
[1.60 ± 1.18]
p = 0.28

196
1.53
[2.51 ± 2.29]

Values are median (mean ng/ml ± SD). Statistical tests are Mann-Whitney test compared to controls.
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Fig 9. Median blood harmane concentrations in ng/ml

Correlation between meat consumption and harmane level in ET Cases and
Controls
We examined the factors that were associated with harmane concentration in controls and
in ET subjects. Harmane was not associated with total meat consumption or with any subset of
meat consumption in either ET or controls (Table 13). In ET cases, increased harmane
concentration was associated with smoking (U=132, z=2.62, p=0.007). Harmane was not
associated with other potential confounders, including age, gender, cups of coffee at date of
exam, and BMI.
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Table 13. Correlation between harmane concentration and meat consumption.
Total meat
Pan Fried Chicken
Chicken Grilled/Fried/Broiled in oven or BBQ
Hamburger from ground beef
Steak
Joint of Beef (Beef Ribs, roast rump steak, etc.)
Pork Roast, rib roast, pork rib
Pork Chops
Bacon
Pan Fried Fish
Fish Grilled/Fried/Broiled in oven or BBQ
Mixed meat dishes
Lamb Broiled/Grilled in oven or BBQ
Sea Bird Grilled/Broiled in oven or BBQ
Whale Meat
Blubber

Patients with ET

Controls

r= -0.21 p=0.30
r= 0.02 p=0.90
r= -0.26 p=0.20
r= -0.12 p=0.55
r= -0.19 p=0.34
r= -0.29 p=0.14
r= -0.18 p=0.37
r= -0.10 p=0.61
r= -0.15 p=0.45
r= -0.02 p=0.94
r= 0.02 p=0.93
r= -0.22 p=0.27
r= -0.17 p=0.41
r= -0.18 p=0.38
r= -0.13 p=0.52
r= -0.12 p=0.55

r= 0.01 p=0.92
r= -0.10 p=0.16
r= -0.02 p=0.77
r= -0.01 p=0.87
r= -0.08 p=0.27
r= -0.02 p=0.77
r= 0.06 p=0.45
r= 0.16 p=0.83
r= 0.04 p=0.57
r= 0.02 p=0.83
r= -0.02 p=0.82
r= 0.06 p=0.41
r= -0.02 p=0.75
r= -0.01 p=0.92
r= 0.12 p=0.10
r= 0.02 p=0.82

DISCUSSION
ET is the most common tremor disorder. Unfortunately, despite its pronounced health
concerns and widespread prevalence, there is no cure for this disease. While genetic factors have
been shown to play a critical role in the etiology of ET, the study of potentially modifiable
environmental factors has not been as well established. The contribution of environmental
factors has been studied in several late life neurological diseases, including PD, Alzheimer’s
disease, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.108–114 Yet, the environmental correlates for ET are just
beginning to be elucidated.12,31,115–118 Our research aims to further our understanding of the
etiology of ET by examining specific environmental risk factors for this disorder. Most
specifically we looked at dietary factors and harmane, a neurotoxin found in high concentration
in cooked meat groups. We wanted to test the hypothesis that harmane, meat consumption and
level of meat doneness would be higher in ET cases than controls.
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While ET cases and controls did not demonstrate a statistical significant difference in
blood harmane concentrations, blood harmane concentrations appeared to be 2.7 times higher in
definite ET (4.13 ng/ml) and 1.5 times higher in probable ET (2.28 ng/ml) than controls (1.53
ng/ml)122. These findings are similar to a previous study in New York13, where harmane
concentrations were similarly highest in definite ET, second highest in probable ET and similar
in possible ET and controls. Our study is the fifth study of blood harmane concentration in ET
where higher harmane levels are found in ET subjects23,36,78,119 Our current study thus extends
this association to a third location: New York, Madrid and now the Faroe Islands122. While we
noted a robust increase in harmane in definite and probable ET, it is possible we were not able to
detect a significant difference given we were limited by the power of our study as we had a small
ET group (n=27). Nevertheless, both our study and the previous New York study point at a
possible dose response in harmane concentration that is linked to severity of tremor.

The mechanism for this elevated harmane level observed in ET is unclear. We had
hypothesized that the increased harmane concentration could be due to exogenous consumption
of harmane through dietary protein. However, we did not detect any significant difference
between current animal protein consumption in ET cases vs controls (120.0 ± 110.7 vs 113.6 ±
71.2 g/day, p=0.90). Although, ET cases reported significantly higher frequency and quantity of
2 out of 15 meat types (pork chops and bacon), after a Bonferroni correction (αaltered = 0.05/15 =
0.003) the results would no longer be significant due to multiple comparisons. In a previous
study in New York total daily animal protein consumption was similar in the two groups (50.2 ±
19.6 vs. 49.4 ± 19.1 g/day, p = 0.74)12,31,119. However, in a follow-up study31, a more detailed
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meat consumption questionnaire was utilized, and it was noted that total meat consumption was
similar in females, but greater in males with ET vs. males without ET (135.3 ± 71.1 vs. 110.6 ±
80.4 g/day, p = 0.03). The observation was questionable, given the difference was only restricted
to males and was not found in females. Unlike this study, our current study did not appreciate
any differences between meat consumption when stratified by gender.

Our findings support the hypothesis that the elevated blood harmane concentration in ET
is less likely due to dietary intake. If higher consumption of meat, or specifically pork chops and
bacon, is linked to ET, then one might expect lower prevalence of ET among vegetarian
populations. Yet, in a population-based study of Hindus in India, many of whom are vegetarian,
the prevalence of ET was similar to other studies of non-vegetarians that used a two-phase
approach to capture ET cases120. This study and our current study, do not support the connection
between increased animal protein consumption and ET.

In addition to the assessment of meat consumption, we had hypothesized that meat
doneness would also be elevated in ET cases given meat doneness has been associated with
increased harmane concentrations in food products121. Our current study, did not note any
apparent difference in meat cooking practices and level of meat doneness between ET cases and
controls, further suggesting that the case-control difference we observed in harmane
concentrations are not driven by dietary differences. Our findings are similar to previous studies
in New York that did not note any differences between cooking practices.
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While meat consumption and meat doneness were not associated to ET, we assessed
whether there was any correlation between meat intake and blood harmane concentrations. We
did not note any correlation between daily meat consumption and higher blood concentration of
harmane in ET cases nor controls. This is similar to a previous study that observed that patients
with ET showed no correlation between diet and harmane concentration119. However, that study
did observe a correlation between harmane and protein consumption in normal controls, which
was not noted here. This suggests that there may be factors besides dietary intake that are
responsible for the elevated blood harmane in patients with ET.

The basis for the elevated blood harmane in ET patients is unknown, but our results in
conjunction to previous studies support the idea that it could be the result of a genetically driven
reduction in harmane metabolism. As described previously, BCAs may undergo two different
metabolic pathways. After oral administration, BCAs can pass the blood-brain barrier and get
bioactivated by N-methyltrasnferases (NMTs) into N-methyl-B-carbolinium cations (2,9-diMeBC+). These BCA cations can then inhibit mitochondrial complex I, increase reactive oxygen
species (ROS) production and induce cell apoptosis.14,28 Alternatively, BCAs can bypass the
formation of these neurotoxic cations and instead be metabolized by cytochrome P450 enzymes
to hydroxylated derivatives in a detoxification process.28,50 Harmane is metabolized by P450 to
give the metabolite harmine14,55. Supporting a genetic/metabolic process previous studies have
noted an increase in harmane in familial ET vs sporadic ET24. Furthermore, the metabolism of
harmane to harmine by the liver cytochrome P-450 enzyme was studied in ET cases. In this
study it was shown that harmane/harmine ratio was highest in familial ET, intermediate in
sporadic ET and lowest in the control24. Individuals with slow hydroxylation capacity may have
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increased susceptibility to disease due to the accumulation of toxic metabolites. Future studies
should assess liver function, variability in cytochrome P-450, bioactivation to BCA cations, and
renal function to explore whether the metabolism of harmane differs in ET patients and controls.

This study should be interpreted within the context of several limitations. We did not
assess fasting levels of harmane; however, prior data shows blood harmane is not dependent on
time of last food consumption and that there is no association between time elapsed from last
food ingestion and blood harmane concentrations24. Also, we assessed subjects’ current dietary
intake and blood harmane concentrations, not their premorbid state. We thus cannot comment on
the link between premorbid dietary habits on the development of ET. Furthermore, despite the
large screening sample, the number of ET cases was small (n=27). This limited the power to
detect differences and increased the possibility of Type II statistical error. A larger sample of ET
cases would achieve greater power, but would require the screening of several thousand more
participants.

This study has considerable strengths. First, this is the first population-based study of
dietary meat consumption and harmane concentration in ET, with all prior studies largely or
exclusively sampling cases from clinics23,65,78. Furthermore, our study expands the investigation
of dietary risk factors to a new populations, increasing the diversity of investigation and
strengthening the links between this neurotoxin and ET.

In summary, we reported harmane concentrations are marginally elevated in probable and
definite ET cases. Yet, the mechanism for this elevation is unclear. We were not able to detect
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any robust dietary and cooking difference between ET cases and controls or a correlation
between blood harmane concentrations and meat consumptions. These data lend further credence
to the notion that non-dietary factors (e.g., metabolic and genetic differences) underlie the casecontrol difference in blood harmane concentrations observed in previous studies119. The link
between harmane and ET has been established now in three different populations, yet future
research must focus on examining the mechanism of this elevation and establishing the emerging
links between impaired BCAs metabolism and ET.
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